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All Creatures 
Great and Small

Animals are such  
agreeable friends. 
They ask no questions.  
They pass no criticisms. 
They don’t know evil or 
jealousy or discontent. 
They bring vital energy  

to our lives and motivate 
us to play, to be affectionate, 

to seek adventure, to be loyal. 
They can snap you out of any 

kind of bad mood you’re in with 
eyes that have the power 

to speak a great language 
and a presence that teaches 

unconditional love.

NTGM fiber artists are sharing  
 their CREATURE creations. 

New pieces and treasured oldies. 
It doesn’t matter.

Please keep sending your stories 
and photos. We love exploring  

your creations.
  

Judy, Sharon & Terrie



FROM: Rick Ware

Beyond the Light
My experience with horses is limited to very infrequent visits  
to a riding stable, but they are one of the few animals that I feel  
an attraction toward. Marie and I visited the Kentucky Horse Park 
in 2018 and she took photos of me with several of their horses.  



For this challenge I selected a photo of “Beyond the Light,”  
an American Morgan. Marie’s photo was cropped and modified  
with software then printed on fabric. I machine quilted around  
most of the outlines with 100-weight thread, then hand stitched  
over the mane with variegated threads. Size: 7-1/4 by 7-3/4 inches.
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FROM:  CAROL BUSZEK

Perfect Bell Pull 
I love this topic and I have the perfect embroidery to show.  
This was a stamped cross stitch kit and everything was 
there, including the hardware to finish it as a bell pull.   
I didn’t put a date on it, but it was likely mid to late 1970’s.
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CAROL - Cute Leopard Cub
The leopard cub was done in needlepoint from a 
chart I made from a photo. I remembered to add  
the date and my initials, but my framing skills were 
far from perfect. I sewed yellow polyester fabric to 
all 4 sides and then wrapped it around the back  
of a set of stretcher bars and stapled it in place.

 



FROM: Kathy Bricker

Wild Things
The dragonfly is on used tea bags fused to fabric 
and machine stitched. 
The caterpillar is 12” square and is machine pieced, 
satin-stitched and quilted 

CAROL  - The blue  
flowered bunny 
She was an Easter present 
to my granddaughter in 
2019. She was made from 
a patterned knee-high sock, 
hence the long arms and 
legs. She has needed  
a few repairs but that’s 
what happens when 
you’re well loved.



ll

FROM: Judy Loyd

Leo and Lenard
The Leo on my denim jacket
was just too perfect for this 
challenge so he’s showing his
face again. He’s had many llives
transfering from jacket to jacket
as my taste and size changed.
He was embroidered by my friend
of 70 years, Susan French.

I also have my buddy Lenard. He’s traveled all over 
the world with me. That’s him on  Beaver Island this 
summer watching the sunset,
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FROM:  
Claudia Scroggins

More for Cisco 
Found another hat I made 
for Cisco, the Italian grey-
hound, also a fleece coat 
for him, unfortunately he’s 
not wearing it. 
Also a knit zebra toy (for a 
baby) but maybe it qualifies 
for the category?!
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Claudia  - Baby Toy

Also a knit zebra toy (for a 
baby) but maybe it qualifies 
for the category?!



FROM: Judy Loyd

Sunflowers
Whether feeling blue, or unmasking a face, 
reveal those hidden smiles!
 It is a postcard with the color blue 
as inspiration. My design transformed  
a blue mood into a much brighter,  
cheerful color of yellow
 

I made these Barbie doll 
clothes for my grand-
daughter for her birthday. 
I used McCalls pattern  
# M6258. 
It was like sewing adult 
clothing with small 
pieces and tiny seams. 
For example, the blue 
tops with high necklines 
have seven pieces to cut 
out and sew. 
If anyone is interested, 
I have two McCall 
patterns, M6258 and 
M6232, plus the pattern 
for the knit dress avail-
able to borrow.
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FROM: Terrie Voigt

Barbie’s Very Smart Wardrobe in Blues 





FROM:  Meena  
Schaldenbrand

G is for Giraffe..
both positive and 
negative postcard  
images. I designed it 
in software, and cut 
with an electronic 
cutter. The negative 
G uses alcohol inks 
for the details.
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Meena - A Birth 
Announcement 
was a Grab Bag online 
QuiltArt list exchange. 
I got a handful of fabrics 
in the mail and made a 
quilt to tell their story 
about their newborn 
calves on their farm. 
 I designed it in software 
and drew the Zentangles 
with Pigma pens. 



Meena  - Just When The Caterpillar  
Thought His World Was Over...
Designed with computer software and cut with 
an electronic cutter. This 12 x 12 inch quilt was 
recently auctioned and sold as a fundraiser for 
SAQA, Studio Art Quilt Associates.
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Linda Poterek

spiral rope necklace. 
The necklace itself is approximately 72 inches.
The rope consists of a set of core beads. I used a tinted 
transparent center bead for the core. The core beads  
are surrounded by loops of various colored beads.  
I had 2 tubes of spring/summer color beads. It was a time 
to play: pour beads out on my mat,and pick up one core 
bead, and 5 random colored beads.  



FROM: Judy Loyd

From Soul
My friend, My friend, Devorah Newman,
and I put together this wall 
hanging (or could be a quilt if 
you wish) using pieces from 
an indigo project that all the 
Soul artist were part of. Each 
piece was 1/2 of a tea towel.
We first put it together with 
the raw/hemmed edges 
showing but then decided we 
liked the finished side better. 
We also added a few silver silver 
and dark blue Paintstik  and dark blue Paintstik  
accents as surprises. accents as surprises. 
The photo of Devorah showsThe photo of Devorah shows
some of the denim handbagssome of the denim handbags
that she has created.  that she has created.  
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Pages from an April 2019 CCC newsletter



The All Creatures 
Great and Small... 
Is a franchise consists of a series of books, 
movies, and TV series based on books 
written by James Alfred Wight under the 
pen name James Herriot based on his  
experiences as a veterinary surgeon. 
The books have been adapted for film 
and television, including a 1975 film titled 
All Creatures Great and Small, followed 
by the 1976 It Shouldn't Happen to a Vet 
sequel, as well as on television a long-
running BBC television programme of the 
same title, and a prequel series in 2011, 
Young James Herriot.
By 2020, the series of books featuring 
James Herriot had sold some 60 million 
copies. In that year, the next television 
production was aired, All Creatures Great 
and Small. The programme, produced for 
Channel 5 in the UK and PBS in America, 
was renewed for a second set of episodes.
Books
The book series focuses on the adventures 
of veterinary surgeon James Herriot,  
and are set in the Yorkshire Dales, in the  
fictional town of Darrowby, based on a 
combination of Thirsk, Richmond, Leyburn 
and Middleham. 
In the books, Herriot works with fellow 
veterinary surgeons Siegfried and Tristan 
Farnon, based on real-life counterparts, 
Donald Sinclair and his brother Brian 
Sinclair respectively. Wight used the name 
Helen Alderson for his real-life wife, Joan 
Danbury. Joan Danbury, in real life was 
not a farmer’s daughter but worked as 
a secretary. According to one source, 
“contrary to the stories, Alf Wight met 
her in a group outing to a local dance. 
Evidently, he felt she was worth pursuing 
from the first, though she had a number of 
boyfriends and admirers”.



All Things Bright and Beautiful
"All Things Bright and Beautiful"

is an Anglican hymn, also sung in many other Christian denominations. 
The words are by Cecil Frances Alexander and were first published 

in her Hymns for Little Children of 1848.

The hymn is commonly sung to the hymn tune 
All Things Bright And Beautiful, composed 

by William Henry Monk in 1887. 


